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WIRELINE WORKSHOP 
A BIMONTHLY BULLETIN FOR WIRELINE LOGGERS AND GEOSCIENTISTS ENGAGED IN MINING 
AND MINERAL EXPLORATION 

One response to last issue’s solicitation for interesting borehole imagery (Kazek Trofimczyk of Perth WA) 

Last time, we had a look at the neutron log and its uses in sedimentary and hard rock formations. In the May issue, we will 
revisit density logs and their multiple applications in mineral exploration.  

Oh Dear…It’s time to work through some theory! 

1. Neutron and Density Interactions 

In the last issue of the Bulletin, we discussed the neutron log. An AmBe radioactive source bombards the formation 
with high energy neutrons. The neutrons lose energy or thermalise after collision with multiple nuclei. They 
eventually lose all their energy and start to meander or diffuse in a cloud at some distance from their source. A 
neutron detector placed within that cloud, at a fixed distance from the source, counts mostly thermalised 
neutrons. The count rate at this He3 detector is mostly dependent on the concentration of hydrogen in the 
formation. Neutrons interact with hydrogen atoms. 

The term interaction is interesting. In this case, it requires a collision of two objects of similar mass. Both incident 
and target objects are affected by the collision. There is a transfer of energy that slows the incident neutron and 
moves the target hydrogen atom away from the point of impact. They interact.  

If a billiard ball strikes the surrounding edge of the table, there is no interaction. The table is largely unaffected, 
whereas other balls on the table, if struck by the rebound, will certainly be affected and so interact with the 
energetic incident ball. 

In the case of neutron collisions, there are at least four types of interaction; elastic and inelastic scattering, thermal 
absorption and thermal capture. 

We are mostly interested in elastic scattering which, in rock formations, is dominated by hydrogen. Our He3 
detector measures mostly thermal neutrons, those that have already lost their energy and are wandering about 
aimlessly. Unfortunately, the count rate at the detector is affected by a second interaction. 
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2. Interlude 

Optical Televiewer Imagery 

Last issue’s challenge was met by a 
raft of imagery including: 

Alien (Grant Harrison of Saskatoon) 

Self Portrait (Matt Harris of Auckland) 

 

 

Grown-Up Tadpole (Kazek Trofimczyk, Perth WA) 

 

 

Hands in Prayer (Lerato Moagi, Broederstroom, South Africa) 

 

 

Thanks to all for these borehole OTV images. Grant Harrison’s 3D 
image of the Alien gets first prize…another six issues of The Bulletin 
free of charge. 
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Mirror-Mirror (left) and The Eye of Sauron (Kazek Trofimczyk of Perth Australia) 

 

3. Nuclear Interactions Continued 

The problem with measuring thermal neutrons is 
that it brings into play a second interaction; thermal 
absorption. Some counts will be lost when neutrons 
are absorbed by the formation before they are 
captured by the detector. The absorption qualities 
of elements vary with the largest absorption cross-
section being hundreds of times greater than the 
smallest. As discussed last time, chlorine, 
manganese and iron have large neutron absorption 
cross sections and so might noticeably moderate 
the thermal neutron count rate.  

Clearly, these losses will be disproportionate to the 
original flux of epi-thermalised neutrons that 
resulted from interaction with hydrogen. One 
solution is to measure that epi-thermal flux, before 
absorption plays a role, but neutrons are tough to 
measure at anything but thermal energies and 
count rates are very low. 
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The variability in neutron capture cross sections results in another frustration; the counting of gamma rays caused 
by fast-reaction absorption. We generally refer to a neutron log, or a neutron porosity log or a thermal neutron 
log. Sometimes, to confuse our clients, we refer to a neutron-neutron log. Our sonde floods the formation with 
energetic neutrons and counts neutrons that make it past the absorbers to our detector.  

The Path of One Counted Neutron 

At least two types of neutron interaction, based on both scattering and absorption, result in the release of gamma 
rays. We can generate the neutron-gamma log if we place a gamma detector at a fixed distance from the neutron 
source and log upwards as normal.  

We can run the tool in reverse and activate the formation with the neutron source before measuring the elevated 
gamma counts (compare up-log with down-log). These measurements are rarely used in mineral logging but it 
might we worth having a similar connector for neutron and (trisonde) gamma ray sources. After all, you get a 
wiggly line. It will be affected by natural gamma rays, the variable absorption qualities of the formation and by 
low energy gamma radiation by the Americium in the source. It might look similar to the density log. 

Generally speaking, in mineral logging, the thermal neutron-neutron log is fit for purpose and rarely modified, 
by chlorine for instance, as salty borehole fluid (brine) is the exception rather than the norm. 

In a nutshell; neutrons interact with objects that are commonly found in the formation and are of a similar size; 
(overwhelmingly) hydrogen atoms. Nucleon scattering with resulting energy reduction to the point where a spent 
neutron can be captured by the detector, allows us to estimate the hydrogen/water content and so the porosity 
of the formation. 

The result is only valid in sandstones, limestones, dolomites and other clay-free rocks. Regardless, the log has 
multiple applications, including correlation, as discussed in the January Bulletin. 
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Another interaction used by logging engineers is gamma ray count moderation by electrons. The phenomenon of 
Compton Scattering is used to create the gamma-gamma density log. 

What is density? It is defined as mass per volume, as in grams per cubic centimetre. 

Now we have to thank the French for their good sense in creating a measurement system based on metric units 
and (originally) the mass per volume of water. If left to the English,  the unit of density would have been 
something like drams per peck or milli-slugs per cubic foot. From about 1790, the French Academy of Sciences 
began to unify and rationalise the various measurement units.  

The brings us, naturally, to the vexing question of which side of the road we should be driving on. Given their 
obvious good sense, we are bound to wonder why the French decided to drive motorcars on the right-hand side 
of the road.  

Most people are right-handed and that stronger more sensitive arm is better employed steering the car than 
changing the music. Most people mount a horse by placing their left foot in the left stirrup and rotating over the 
saddle. As a result, they are facing left with respect to the pavement (there were plenty of horses about when the 
first motorcars appeared on the road) and the rider naturally “drives” on the left. 

The Americans can be forgiven for copying Napoleon (who was left-handed and preferred riding on the right) as 
they wanted to free themselves from English customs after Independence.  

It should be noted as well that, due to wider roads and generally more room, the likes of the Range Rider and his 
mate Dick West would tie their horses outside the saloon and perpendicular to the road. Importantly, they usually 
mounted by leaping from the rear of the horse, risking emasculation in a bid to catch up with the bad guys. They 
would, almost always, pull the left rein and rotate in a direction that left them riding on the right. 

The French provided us with sensible weights and measures but there is not a gram of sense or a bushel of 
practicality in driving on the right side of the road… or is there…anybody? 

Would you believe it? If Napoleon had been right-handed, we would all be happily and 
sensibly driving on the left-hand side of the road. 

We digress. The measurement of mass per volume (grams per cubic centimetre) may be achieved by estimating 
the number of nucleons (protons and neutrons) in that volume. These particles have roughly the same mass. For 
the major rock-forming elements, there is usually one neutron per proton and one electron per proton so nucleon 
density is roughly proportional to electron density.  
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An abbreviated list of elements (most common isotopes) 

Z Name Chemical series Mass (g/mol)  Comment 

Common hydrogen has just one nucleon, a proton (it requires no neutron) 

1 Hydrogen Non-metal  1.0079 Z/A = 1 

Most rock-forming elements, up to atomic number 20, have Z/A ratios close to 0.5 

2 Helium Noble gas  4.0026 Z/A = 0.5 

6 Carbon Non-metal  12.0107  Z/A = 0.5 

8 Oxygen Non-metal  15.9994 Z/A = 0.5 

11 Sodium Alkali metal  22.9897 1 extra neutron 

12 Magnesium Alkaline earth metal  24.3050 Z/A = 0.5 

13 Aluminium Poor metal  26.9815 1 extra neutron 

14 Silicon Metalloid  28.0855 Z/A = 0.5 

19 Potassium Alkali metal  39.0983 1 extra neutron 

20 Calcium Alkaline earth metal  40.0780 Z/A = 0.5 

 

The fact that an electron is small enough to interact with a gamma photon gives us a very practical way of 
measuring electron density. There are three types of interaction that result from incident gamma radiation. Their 
probability of occurrence depends the energy of the incident gamma ray and on the target formation’s average 
atomic number. 

 At low energies, below about 100keV, and for elements with a relatively high atomic number, the photo-electric 
absorption effect is dominant. The high Z provides plenty of tightly bound electrons which absorb the energy of 
a scattered incident gamma ray even at the expense of being ejected from there stations.  

This ejection results in lots of energetic electrons (a form of ionising radiation) displacing other electrons.  

The loss of an inner shell electron results in a correction or nuclear relaxation as electrons from outer shells 
cascade inwards correcting the energy 
imbalance as the excited atom emits a photon 
of X-ray energy, something under 100keV.  

This phenomenon is used in borehole logging 
to estimate rock type; via the photo-electric or 
PE density logging tool. It is also used in 
gamma detecting where, far and away the 
most common detector in mineral logging is 
made of sodium iodide (NaI) poisoned with 
thallium. This impurity, comprising a large 
atom with lots of tightly bound electrons, 
produces a secondary flux of energetic 
electrons then traps them. The resulting 
photon is of lower energy, within the 
measurable light range. The crystal is 
observed by a photo multiplier tube that 
converts the light to a voltage. 

The scintillation crystal detector does not 
measure gamma rays directly but converts the 
secondary cloud of scattered electrons into 
visible light. 

A scattered gamma ray (in 
red) and electrons (in blue).  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_elements_by_name
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_series
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_elements_by_atomic_mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mole_%28unit%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonmetal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noble_gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonmetal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonmetal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkali_metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnesium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaline_earth_metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poor_metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metalloid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potassium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkali_metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaline_earth_metal
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At high energies, the absorption of a gamma ray close to a nucleus results in the creation of an electron and a 
positron (a positively charged electron). If the gamma photon energy is sufficient, over 1.022 MeV, the positron is 
annihilated and a pair gamma rays of 511keV each are produced. Pair production is not employed by mineral 
loggers. 

At mid-range energies and, importantly, at low Z, the interaction called Compton Scattering dominates. There is 
no absorption of the gamma ray in this case, just a transfer of energy, similar to the neutron interaction described 
earlier. 

 

 

 

Three gamma ray interactions and 
the dominance of Compton 

Scattering over the mid-range of 
energies and at low Z (adapted 

from Medusa). 

 

 

 

Compton Scattering is used in 
formation density measurement. 
A mid-energy range (660keV) 
radioactive source emits gamma rays that are scattered by electrons in the formation. At each interaction, the 
gamma ray loses part of its energy. The target electron is displaced resulting in the atom becoming a positively 
charged ion. Hence the term ionising radiation. 

If a gamma ray detector is placed within the cloud of decaying gamma rays, it will 
count those rays that have made it through the formation. The flux of gamma rays 
at that distance will depend on the density of electrons between the source and 
the detector. The electron density is proportional to bulk density. 

The tortuous path of one scattered gamma 
ray from source to detector 

The distance from source to detector is important. If we place our detector right 
on the source, the count rate will be low. As we move it away from the source, 
counts increase as the flux includes more spent gamma rays ready for absorption 
by the detector material. As we continue to move our detector away from the 

source, the count 
rate plateaus and 
starts to decrease 
as the flux contains 
fewer and fewer 
surviving gamma 
rays. 

 

In order to avoid ambiguous measurements, it is 

important that the source – detector spacing is such 

that the range of expected densities result in count 

rates that fall on the slope, not too near the peak. 
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4. Interlude – Where You Can Reduce the Spacing (Experiences Down the Mine) 
Apologies to Peter Cook  

Sometimes, there is a requirement to get the source detector spacing as short as possible in order to increase 
measurement resolution. This was the case on one occasion where the logger’s client wanted to reduce the death 
rate on his gold mine. In very deep mining environments in South Africa and where the Ventersdorp Contact Reef 
is being mined, rock bursts are a major issue. This type of deadly event sometimes results from the miners 
accidentally drilling and blasting rocks that include the hanging wall (the Ventersdorp Lava), the ground can 
become extremely unstable. The error occurs because the boundary is not straight but rolls in a wave, making its 
proximity difficult to judge. 

Now, the reef and associated Central Rand quartzites have a density of about 2.70 gm/cc whereas the lava is 
denser, at about 3 gm/cc. Not hugely different but measurable in good hole conditions. A density sonde could be 
pushed into the jumper blast holes without a cable in order to search for a lower count rate that would indicate 
that lava had been intersected. In holes of only 2 or 3 metres in length, high resolution of the reef-lava boundary 
would be quite important. 

The client’s hope was that a very simple ultra-slim density sonde could be pushed up the jumper holes, the 25mm 
diameter device would activate a red light in the stope if the density or simple count rate crossed a calibrated 
threshold. In the very hard rocks drilled through at the bottom of Mponeng Mine, hole conditions are very good. 
At such small diameters and given the high density, it was thought that source – detector spacing for a Caesium 
source could be reduced from the standard 15-centimetre coalfield minimum to about 8 centimetres. There was 
always the option of using a lower energy source like Americium but given the available resources, the logger 
chose caesium. 

It was decided to carry out an experiment in the mine at a depth of about 3,650 metres during the drilling of a 
pattern of jumper holes. One hole would be extended by 2 metres and pointed upwards so that it definitely 
intersected the lava. 

A sonde was made locally by the Service Tech. It incorporated a small source holder housing a 137Cs 10 milli-Curie 
gamma source. A date was decided for the trial. Coincidentally, the logger’s direct boss was due to visit South 
Africa on that very same week and he eagerly accepted the logger’s offer to join the expedition. In those days, the 
safety induction took about ten minutes, just long enough to learn how to deploy the breathing apparatus carried, 
with helmet light battery, on the miner’s belt. It was wonderfully simple. Within an hour of arriving at the mine 
the team (logger, client, boss and two helpers) were entering the cage. They all wore the same equipment; white 
helmets, black wellies, white overalls and the heavy belt. 

The cage clattered down to about 2,000 metres then there was a 300-metre walk to the sub-vertical shaft and 
another cage and another descent, this time just 1,650 metres. Then came a long walk. As the team moved further 
and further from the shaft, the air conditioning had less and less effect. The heat and humidity became oppressive. 
A cool water bottle was passed around and within half an hour the stope was reached. 

This stope, populated by a team of men operating hydraulic drills, sloped upwards at roughly 30 degrees. The roof 
was about 1.2 metres above the floor and was supported by wooden props, or more accurately wooden packs 
(see diagram). These may be all timber or timber-brick composites. 
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The team sat in the stope watching the miners drill their pattern for over an hour. It was uncomfortably warm and 
there was a lot of creaking overhead, which was a bit disconcerting. The logger looked across at his boss and could 
see that he was suffering from the oppressive conditions as well as the sobering knowledge of where on Earth we 
were sitting; 7,000 feet below sea level (the surface elevation was 5,000 feet above sea level. 

At last, it was time to power up the unit and test the sonde. A standard jumper hole was tested first; about 1,200 
counts per second throughout.  

The stope from one side showing the support packs. 

The longer jumper hole was then logged and, as hoped for, there was a clear drop in counts over the bottom 40 
centimetres of log, to about 1045 counts per second. The boundary was quite well defined so the higher resolution 
seemed to have worked well enough. The team packed away the gear and left the stope. Navigating back to the 
surface via two shafts and two long queues of miners took nearly three hours, which is unusual but the equipment 
slowed things down. 

The technique was not adopted for various reasons but the job served as an illustration of the logger’s flexibility 
and willingness to try a few things to assist his client. 

5. Nuclear Interactions Continued 

The use of gamma ray count moderation by Compton Scattering to estimate density works well but the geologist 
has to accept that it can never be perfectly accurate.  

Firstly, there is the resolution issue. At 15-centimetre resolution (the distance from source to detector) any 1-
centimetre datum point on the log will be, effectively, an average of 15cm of formation. Boundaries will be a slope 
and every datum on the slope will be a wrong density. It is possible to pick the boundaries at halfway up the 
deflection and calculate average density using the area under the curve. Overall, the log is correct but smeared. 

Secondly, there is the Z/A variable; the chemistry. Most rock-building elements have an electron density that is 
proportional to bulk density; the nucleon density. Referring to the table on page 6, we can see aluminium. 
Magnesium. Silicon etc have a Z/A ratio of about 0.5 on average. There are two important exceptions to this rule; 
iron and hydrogen. 

Iron has a Z/A ratio of 0.4656 due to its large nucleus requiring some extra neutrons to maintain stability. More 
practically, haematite and magnetite have similar Z/A ratios; 0.4760 and 0.4750. When logging iron ore we can 
use these values to make a straight-line correction from clean non-porous sandstone at 2.65gm/cc (no correction) 
to pure haematite (electron density 5.04gm/cc): electron density *(0.5/0.476) = SG 5.294, say 5.3gm/cc. 

Hydrogen has a Z/A of 1. Its nucleus comprises one proton. There is no neutron, and we don’t want to count 
neutrons that are not present in the formation. More practically, water has a Z/A of 0.556. When logging water-
saturated porous formations, we can use this value to make a straight-line correction from clean non-porous 
sandstone at 2.65gm/cc to water (electron density 1.11gm/cc): electron density *(0.5/0.556) = SG 1.00. 
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Coal introduces a further problem due to its molecular structure being of organic origin and behaving rather 
differently to crystalline rock formations. The straight-line porosity correction for the Z/A ratio is usually 
overstated. BPB/Reeves Wireline Services came up with a workable solution many years ago and nobody has 
improved on that, as far as this logger is aware.  

“For electron densities less than 1.752 gm/cc (which is below the density of most porous 
rocks), the correction is fixed at a value of 0.065 gm/cc”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The density log is never perfectly accurate. The best loggers with the best equipment manage +/-2%. The log can 
be precise over multiple boreholes and that is the key to extracting maximum value from the log. 

 

Most loggers hate theory. They like the practical hands on side of the business. It is a good thing to force them to 
endure some classroom time occasionally. During recent interviews of logging technicians and assistants it became 
apparent that very few of them could describe what they were measuring. Even the units were a mystery to them. 
They had learned to capture excellent logs without understanding the measurements.  

This mineral logging enthusiast apologises 
for dragging his readers through a whole 
episode of fairly simple but important 
technical stuff that any mineral logger 
should be encouraged to learn. 

Error messages welcome! 

 

Marcus Chatfield – March 2020 

Marcus@wirelineworkshop.com 
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